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Catastrophic End of the World:

1. We are told by Jesus Himself of signs we are to associate with the near end of the world. Lu. 21:11,25-28,31.

2. These signs are to show how near the end is, even at the doors. Matt. 24:33.

3. We are told that the world was in the past destroyed by a flood, but now is reserved for the fires of the last days. 2 Pet. 3:3-7.

4. We are told about a series of global cataclysmic events that occurs after the Judgement in the heavenly sanctuary is finished. Rev. 11:18,19.

5. The period after Michael stands up finishing the Judgement, in which global catastrophes occur, is called the “time of trouble”. Dan. 12:1.

6. At the end of this trouble, Jesus is seen coming in the heavens. Lu. 21:25-27.

7. Chart about the above points.

8. Within the period called the time of trouble God wages war with man with one of many elements, this one is called hail, and is a major catastrophe in the world. Job. 38:22,23.

9. This hail is identified under the seventh plague. Rev. 16:17,21.
10. We are told that cataclysmic geological upheavals are to occur in these last days that shall kill millions. Ps. 46:1-3,6-9.

11. These cataclysmic geological upheavals are exactly what is described as the great earthquake such as never was that occurs just before the second coming of Jesus. Rev. 16:18-20.

12. We are told the **day of YHWH** is the **year** of the plagues. (Isa. 2:12; Isa. 34:8; Rev. 6:17; Rev. 15:1; Rev. 18:8).

13. During, that “day” (or year) as it is about to end and the **brightness** of YHWH’s coming is about to be seen, the great global destructive earthquake will be occurring. Isa. 2:10-22.

14. This same incident is spoken of and is called the wrath of the Lamb. Rev. 6:14-17.

15. Observe an illustration about the **day of YHWH**.

**DAY OF THE LORD**

**YEAR OF THE PLAGUES**

16. Again, we are told about the great destruction to come upon the world when it is **gathered together** in a temporary new world order during the year of the plagues. Isa. 13:4.

17. This **new-world-order gathering together** started with the three unclean spirits uniting to cause the world to battle against YHWH. Rev. 16:13,14.

18. Here again is another account of this **gathering together** as the temporary new world order to battle against YHWH. Rev. 19:19.

19. **This gathering together** happens under the **ideology** of the Communist scarlet coloured beast. Rev. 17:3,8,11-14.

20. The global unity however, is destroyed by the weapons of YHWH’s indignation (the plagues), and **His coming** upon the earth from far reaches in outer space. Isa. 13:4-13.


22. This event is also presented in Isa. 24:19,20.

23. Again a **global hurricane**; shall occur that destroys the people united in their new world order. Isa. 17:12-14.
24. This global hurricane and its destructiveness to human lives is also presented in Jer. 25:30-37, and Isa. 28:2.

25. Here in these scriptures YHWH turns the earth upon its axis upside down and pitch the; people all over the earth. The earth is burned with fire because of changing God’s law and enforced transgression against the Sabbath covenant. Isa. 24:1-6.
   a. Transgressed the laws. (Isa. 24:5; Pr. 14:34).
   b. Changed the ordinance (statute). Ps. 19:7,8.
   c. The everlasting covenant of the seventh day Sabbath. Ex. 31:13-17.

26. The giant global earthquake, with hail will break down the very foundations of the earth, and reel it to and fro out of its orbit. Isa. 24:17-23.

27. Dead people shall be scattered all over the earth unburied at the second coming of Christ with the destruction, He reeks upon the earth. Isa. 26:20,21; Isa. 34:3.

28. God does indeed have a plan to destroy the whole earth and slay billions. Isa. 28:18,21,22.

29. YHWH will scatter the nations with great destruction. Isa. 33:2-4,8-10.

30. Billons dead scattered all over the earth as blood is everywhere, and the earth is to also lose its atmosphere. Isa. 34:1-5,8.

31. At the second coming of Christ, men are slaying each other with their weapons, while YHWH cause fire to burn the wicked up, thus causing billions of casualties. Isa. 66:14-17.

32. YHWH’s fierce anger will cause many to die by human weapons, but He will also send a global storm that shall kill millions all over the earth. Religions are therefore warned. Jer. 25:29-37.

33. Again, we are warned that YHWH will express His anger upon the wicked with a global storm. Jer. 30:23,24.

34. In these verses we get a view of the earth after its great destruction; nobody is alive, the atmosphere is gone from the world. All the cities are broken down as the earth yet settle with light tremors from the great earthquake that destroyed it. This is how it looks during the millennium or 1000 years. This is a settled plan and policy God has the earth. Jer. 4:21-28.

35. The day of God’s wrath upon men that causes them to die is horribly described in this text. Zeph. 1:14-18.
36. In the time of wrath God presents every man as attacking his neighbour in the global civil war that shall ensure. Zech. 14:13.

37. And, at the very second coming, coming of Christ, the brightness of Him and all the angels will consume away the eyes and tongues of those that remain unconverted. (Zech. 14:12; Matt. 25:31).

38. It is this brightness that slays the pope that occupy Satan’s seat. 2 Thess. 2:1-3,8.

39. During the seven last plagues, major geological catastrophes destroy the earth. They are:
   i. Death causing Red tide.
   ii. Death causing sun flares.
   iii. Destructive thunders and lightening.
   iv. A global destructive earthquake.
   v. Killer hail.
   vi. Killer storms.
      a. These catastrophes are seen in the following Scriptures. Rev. 16:3,4,8,9,18-21.

40. The following is an illustrative chart on the destructive geological catastrophes that will strike the earth and destroy it during the day of YHWH’s wrath.

   ![DAY OF YHWH'S WRATH CHART]

41. In the light of such coming destruction, here is God’s last warning to the remnant church. Rev. 16:15.
   a. Blessing of justification. Rom. 4:5-9; Gal. 3:7-9,14.
b. **Watch** as one aware of the times so one can be a watchman. Matt. 24:42; 1 Pet. 4:7; Eze. 33:7.

c. **Keep your garments** of Righteousness by sanctified living and sinfreeness. (Isa. 61:3,10; Eccl. 9:8; Matt. 22:11-13; Ps. 106:3; Ps. 119:1-3,9,11,44).

d. The **shame of nakedness** is sinning in the life. Ex. 32:25; 2 Chr. 28:19; Eze. 23:18,29; Isa. 47:3.